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the city’s must-see attractions, from gorgeous blooms,
stately museums and fresh produce, to fly balls, majestic animals
and everything in between .
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Dallas Arboretum
ORLANDO 2014-2015

Resting on 66 acres near White Rock Lake, the Dallas Arboretum
is a serene, peaceful escape in the heart of the city. It is a staple
of Dallas culture and features gorgeous seasonal and year-round
blooms and foliage, bubbling fountains, rotating exhibits and
dazzling landscapes. More than 900,000 flower enthusiasts yearly
wander the lush gardens and partake in seasonal events, festivals and
concerts. There are more than a dozen different gardens in which to
purposefully get lost, and each one carries its own distinct flavor.
Dallas Arboretum, 8525 Garland Rd., 214.515.6500,
www.dallasarboretum.org
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LHUILLIER

Fashion icon Monique Lhuillier
is inspired by her surroundings wherever she
goes, which adds extra charm and depth to her
dramatic designs. We sat down with Lhuillier at

Talks Fashion
and Travel

the debut of her fall 2014 collection; read on to
discover what pieces she considers key for the
season, her tips on packing light and what she
does to quickly feel at home in a new destination.

—Jennifer McKee

THE NEW
TIFFANY T

FIND MORE STYLE AT WHERETRAVELER.COM

a lot of people know you for
bridal. are you expanding the
ready-to-wear collection?
i started my company 17 years ago.
the first seven years, i was only doing wedding gowns. those were
a great start for me, but then i
wanted to dress women throughout their lives rather than just on
that special day, which is how the
ready-to-wear started. Now, i want
to dress her earlier in the day, so
you see more separates and what
i call “high day” looks in the collection. it then goes into evening and
gala gowns at night. Another new
thing for me is shoes; this is my
second season doing shoes.
What pieces or trends do you
think are key for fall?
i think a great lace shoe bootie is a
must in the wardrobe. i also think a
great cocktail dress with a great fit
and a bit of shimmer is key for the

The fall collection
from Monique
Lhuillier is more
mysterious than
romantic and
features dramatic
pairings of black
with pops of
fuchsia and pink.

wardrobe. the final component
of my collection is the statement
gowns—i love seeing women put
in that effort and transform for that
one evening and make it memorable, letting the fantasy back in.
What is the most important
piece or pieces to your own
personal style?
A great-fitting cocktail dress is a
signature of mine. i feel like it’s
so versatile, it takes you to so
many different places. i travel a
lot and know these pieces serve a
great purpose.
How often do you travel?
twice a month.
What are your best travel tips?
to over-pack is just a drag. i always
say plan your wardrobe two days
before you leave and style it out
with the shoes, the belts, etc., so
that way you’re very well-edited
and it doesn’t take up a lot of
space. if you’re organized, it makes
traveling a breeze.
What is the first thing you do
when you arrive at your new
destination?
i like to unpack and get everything
hung, and then i take a walk and
see my surroundings—the neighborhood, check out what sort of
things there are to do in the hotel.
i like to discover immediately.

How do you make a hotel room
feel more like home?
i bring my music with me; that
makes me feel at home. i also bring
a fragrance with me, whether it be
a candle or an air spray, so it smells
like me and my environment. if it’s
a long stay, i order fresh flowers
which automatically makes it feel
more cozy.
What are you listening to
right now?
i listen to a lot of Pharrell. i also listen to Coldplay. i like to dance, so
i have a lot of dance mixes—i love
David Guetta, Justin timberlake.

What’s your favorite
vacation spot?
too many to mention! But i
have some favorites. i love going
to Venice and eating the
delicious food—it’s so beautiful.
i also love going to Capri and
staying at J.K.Place hotel; it feels
like your own private beach
house. we also love going to
Aspen, Colo., which is only a
two-hour flight from los Angeles—we’re a very big outdoors
family, so we ski a lot in the
winter; in the summer we like to
bike and hike. But i could go
on. i also love Paris.

When you travel, do you like the
aisle or window seat?
if i travel with somebody, like
my husband, i like the window
seat; but if i travel alone, i like the
aisle. i like to be independent
and not cross over anybody and
bother anybody.

What’s one thing you can’t be
without when you travel?
my iPhone, because i can take
pictures with it. i’m always
connected—if somebody needs
me, i’m very accessible. i have
my music, my pictures and it
just keeps me on track.

S T y l e l o c a T o r FAll FASHioN For womeN iN BoStoN
Diane von
Furstenberg
73 Newbury St.,
617.247.7300,
www.dvf.com

Flock
274 Shawmut Ave.,
617.391.0222,
www.flock
boston.com

Holiday
53 Charles St.,
617.973.9730,
www.holiday
boutique.net

Neiman Marcus
5 Copley Place,
617.536.3660,
www.neiman
marcus.com

Stuart Weitzman
Copley Place, 100
Huntington Ave.,
617.266.8699, www.
stuartweitzman.com

Twilight
12 Fleet St.,
617.523.8008,
www.twilight
boutique.com
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What was the inspiration behind
the fall 2014 collection?
it was the mysterious side of monique. the season is very dramatic,
it has a lot of darker shades—midnight, black and metallics. it’s also
sleeker. i tried to keep the collection dark and mysterious, but i also
added some pops of color in the
fuchsia and the lush pink. in fall, i
like to have the collection be a little
more dramatic than romantic. i feel
that women need that darker side.

On the road and
on the runway with
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Where do you find the inspiration for your designs?
i draw inspiration from a lot of different places. my favorite thing to
do is travel, and when i go on these
different trips, i just get so inspired,
whether it’s a beautiful art piece
i’m looking at, people-watching on
the street or a beautiful fabric that i
see. the ideas just start, and it happens. So it’s usually from traveling,
but also just living. i’m drawn to
beautiful things.
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Philadelphia

Local galleries bloom
with spring exhibits.

the savvy traveler’s guide to top attractions, dining and more

HEAD
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ON EXHIBIT

The region’s art scene heats up

SEATTLE’S BUSIEST
MURALIST
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PICNIC
TIME!

the PHS Philadelphia Flower Show,
the nation's largest and oldest
indoor flower show, returns to the
Pennsylvania Convention Center
march 1-9. this year’s theme,
“aRticulture,” is a fusion of art
and horticulture. From Van Gogh’s
sunflowers to monet’s water lilies,
nature’s beauty has inspired some
of the world’s best masterpieces.
Now, floral and garden designers
take inspiration from art to transform the convention center into a
living canvas.

Four-Star
Options
To Go

Can’t-Miss Attractions

+

this year, all eyes will be on the grand entrance
to the garden, inspired by the paintings and
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DINING HOTSPOTS
MEN’S FASHION

NEW TECH AT
THE NEEDLE
OKTOBERFEST IN
LEAVENWORTH
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Art In Bloom

The Food Network
superstar hopes to
pave the way for
female chefs on
the Strip
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CONCIERGE CHOICE
WINNERS

sculpted trees and suspended elements made
of fresh and dried flowers, grasses, stone, glass
and fabric. above the colorful display, visitors
can watch BaNDaLOOP, the high-energy vertical dance team. Over 1,000 butterflies also take
flight at “the Butterfly Experience.” Learn about
rare, exotic species of butterflies and what type
of gardens attract them at this ticketed exhibi-

ANTHONY BOURDAIN ON HIPSTERS,
PLUS LOCAL BREWERIES AND MUCH MORE

wheretraveler.com
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mobiles of alexander “Sandy” Calder. three
oversized frames encompass whimsical topiaries,
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tion. For more information and a full calendar of
events, visit theflowershow.com

TREASuRES FRoM
KoREA: ARTS ANd
CulTuRE oF THE
JoSEoN dYNASTY,
1392-1910
Bright peonies on
silk are on view
among other works
including sculptures
and costumes. March
2-May 26. Philadelphia
Museum of Art, 2600
Benjamin Franklin Parkway, 215.763.8100
2014 ART oF
THE FlowER
This exhibit dedicated
to flowers showcases
the work of artists in a
variety of mediums including photography
and painting. March
7-22. The Philadelphia
Sketch Club, 235 Camac
St., 215.545.9298
CARoliNE
lATHAN-STiEFEl:
“GREENHouSE Mix”
This three-component
gallery is inspired by
Philadelphia’s history
as a center of gardening, landscaping and
botany. See LathanStiefel’s installations
including “greenhouse” and “Bracken
Ablaze.” Philadelphia
Art Alliance, 251 S. 18th
St., 215.545.4302

“HYBERNATE”

CiTY HAll
Alexander Milne
Calder created over
200 stone sculptural
ornaments for City
Hall in 1894, including
the iconic statue of
William Penn, installed
on the top of the
building. Penn stands
over 36-feet-tall and
weighs more than

Tour

Pennsylvania Ballet

wheretraveler.com

53,000 pounds. Broad
and Market streets
SwANN MEMoRiAl
FouNTAiN
The fountain by Alexander Stirling Calder
is a memorial of Dr.
Wilson Cary Swann,
the founder of the
Philadelphia Fountain
Society. Three Native
American figures
symbolizing the
Delaware River, the
Schuylkill River and
Wissahickon Creek
surround the 50-foot
geyser in the center
of the fountain. 19th
Street and Logan Square
GHoST
Hanging in the Great
Stair Balcony at the
Philadelphia Museum
of Art is Alexander
“Sandy” Calder’s,
“Ghost.” Calder is
credited with having
invented the mobile
in the early 1930’s.
This large mobile
of metal rods and
painted sheet metal
continuously moves
ever so slightly.
2600 Benjamin Franklin
Parkway

for more
Philadelphia

That’s Dancing
From the graceful twirls of classic ballet, to the contemporary moves of modern dance, Philly stages
showcase all the right moves this month. Resident
choreographer and artist Gunnar Montana presents
HYBERNATE on March 6-8 and 13-15 at The Latvian
Society (531 N. Seventh St., hybernate.eventbrite.
com). Elements of drag performance, burlesque and
contemporary dance enhance the choreography of
this winter white theme production. The Pennsylvania Ballet premiers Balanchine’s ballet Stravinsky
Violin Concerto before an encore performance of
John Butler’s Carmina Burana at the Academy of
Music March 6-15 (250 S. Broad St., paballet.org).

Swann Memorial
Fountain
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The work of three
generations of
Alexander Calders—
Alexander Milne
(1846-1923), Alexander Stirling (18701945) and Alexander
“Sandy” (1898-1976)—
can be found along
the Benjamin Franklin
Parkway starting at
City Hall. Their iconic
works are testament
to the great contributions the Calders
made to public art
in Philadelphia.

SuSAN MElRATH:
Full BlooM
Taking inspiration
from the garden,
Melrath’s exhibit
celebrates life, growth
and the rhythm of
the seasons. March
1-28. Blue Stone Gallery, 142 N. Second St.,
856.979.7588

photo credit goes here
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Calder
in the
City
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Exhibits
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ARIZONA
LeRoy Neiman
American Fine Art, Inc.
SCOTTSDALE
PHOENIX
EAST VALLEY
WEST VALLEY
SEDONA+
NORTHERN AZ
TUCSON+
SOUTHERN AZ
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